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ABSTRACT

Learning Arabic language has the ideal conditions that students want to achieve. Therefore, the ideal condition is highly dependent on various factors. This research discusses the views or perspectives on the Arabic Language from students of IAIN Syekh Nurjati Cirebon that are enrolled in different faculties. This research contains several objectives: primarily to learn the direct thoughts of students on the Arabic language and its relevance within both national and international level. In addition, this study reveals the academic conditions of the students that has a direct correlation towards their preparedness and desire to receive studying materials in one semester whilst studying during first semester 2019 in from the total amount of sample that consists of 109 students. The researcher utilizes the survey method to perform the study along with empty cards as an aiding tool which was distributed among students. The empty cards that were provided given to let students write their brief reasonings behind their perspective on Arabic Language. The outcome of this study shows that there were 40% of students having negative views towards the Arabic language; 45% of students with positive views while 10% of the research sample combines themes or contents closely related to the Arabic language. Furthermore, 5% of student gave suggestions and ideas for learning Arabic language. This research has contributed in several ways especially in understanding the student's perspectives and opinions on Arabic language and help the learners to identify suitable teaching methods to use during the learning and teaching process.
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INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of the new academic year 2019-2020 at IAIN Syekh Nurjati in Cirebon, West Java, the researcher was assigned to teach some Arab subjects in three main faculties of the university. The faculties are Faculty Tarbiyah and Teacher Training, Faculty of Sharia and Islamic Economics, and Faculty Ushuluddin, Adab, and Da’wah to undertake various academic subjects, including spelling and writing rules, introductory reading skill, supplementary reading skill, and book reading.

Classrooms consist of a large number of male and female students from various levels of education, as well as from various majors. This is the reason researchers ask questions at the beginning of learning activities for students to find out their perspectives about Arabic language learning that they learn for a semester and explore feeling and opinion in the minds of students. This question was also to know students' perspectives about Arabic language learning that they learned when they first went to school to determine learning approach that could be used like communicative language expansion approach, integrative approach (Chik, 2015), or other suitable approach such as relying on potential learners and their basic linguistics are known as "instinct theories" (Khasanah, 2018). It aimed to advance the role of students from recipients to active roles (Aqal, Sholeh, & Shiyam, 2020) which focus on seeing students with all personal dimensions and human according to the theory of multiple intelligences (Alsweerky, 2020). Multiple intelligences as existential intelligence that exists among the nine types of intelligence that a person has (Hasanudin & Fitrianingsih, 2020). In addition, many methodologies were used in teaching and learning such as silent method, collective language learning, suggestive methods, and complete physical response methods (As-Syuwairikh, 2016). The methods require great effort from students with all their emotional feelings and sensations (Fahrurrozi, 2014) to accept learning materials as a refresher to their innate impulse (Rusady, 2018) moreover considering their motivators and inclinations (Murdiono, 2018) without ignoring a teacher's strong belief in carrying out the required tasks (Ngui & Lay, 2020).

It should be noted in this case, researchers looked forward to previous studies related to this research, because researchers try to photograph the study process at IAIN Syekh Nurjati with their research and studies. The researchers reached results and recommendations in the study. Sumiarni (2016) conducted a research illustrated this phenomenon with the study on teaching Arabic language for novice students at the Center for Language Development at IAIN Syekh Nurjati Cirebon (Problems and Solutions)”. Some points that differ from previous study are this research focuses on solutions and
suitable learning methods that was implemented by researchers for one semester based on preliminary information from previous studies.

The abovementioned phenomenon emphasizes the importance of this study, because the situation and conditions were intended by the need to accept students who have not yet learned Arabic and who have no experience in friction and dealing with Arabic as well as it occurs in other Islamic government universities, not only in IAIN Syekh Nurjati Cirebon only. The same problem also occurs at IAIN Tulungagung (Nurcholis & Hidayatullah, 2019). They conducted research on the challenge of postgraduate students at a university to learn Arabic at IAIN Tulungagung in the fourth industrial era. This study discussed some problems that occurred in teaching Arabic, including weak intention and motivation to learn Arabic, lack of self-awareness to create a suitable environment for learning Arabic, starting with a variety of student input, recognition from lecturers who are unable to speak the language Arabic and other problems. Although this research take place in one place, this research focused on students' perspectives on Arabic in general and deals with samples from various universities and different educational institutions.

Gazali (2019) conducted research on the challenges and abilities possessed by the Arabic Department at the university in the fourth industrial era between challenge and ability. It discussed the raw materials possessed by the Arabic Department at IAIN Syekh Nurjati that was utilized to build a generation suitable for the modern era by using modern technology and taking educational methods to reach fruitful linguistic cadres qualified in the fields of Arabic language and literature.

This research is different from what previous research handled. It only dealt with one part of various university departments, but this research will deal with subjects in a wider range because the sample used came from three different tertiary faculties in universities, although there is a point of convergence between the two studies, namely the formation of competent generations in Arabic Language and Literature.

Ummi and Mulyaningsih (2016) conducted a study on the application of constructive theory in Arabic learning at IAIN Syekh Nurjati which focuses on student freedom in learning activities. This study also helped students to achieve the individual competencies they have in various ways. It also helped students’ by expressing suggestions in their language and talking about their experiences related to learning to form an environment that is suitable for the process of receiving and conveying from an angle and enjoying the academic atmosphere in learning Arabic Language.

The focus that distinguishes this research from previous research is not only returning to students, but also for researchers in providing the best
teaching materials for one semester. In addition, the sample used in this study is twice as many to provide useful results at the required level (Ummi & Mulyaningsih, 2016).

Sumiarni and Syafrawi (2019) presented a study on the effectiveness of learning listening and speaking skills at a basic level in accordance with the Indonesian national qualification framework for students in Arabic education majors at IAIN Syekh Nurjati. This study aimed to measure students' level of understanding of listening skills material, in which students can understand Arabic speakers and understand Arabic texts in the manner needed based on the study plan in accordance with the national qualifications discussed at the academic workshop on October 29, 2016.

The different point in this research from previous research is in terms of the sample. The sample of previous research was based on one pattern and only in one part, the Arabic Language Education Department. As for this research, the sample included three colleges and three semesters, which seek comprehensive results towards a comprehensive vision and university, which can be measured at the university level as a whole.

The objectives of this study were partially met by developing a method to investigate students’ general perspectives about Arabic language. Another objective is also to demonstrate the feasibility of students' hope and real condition on Arabic language learning in IAIN Syekh Nurjati. The key contribution of this work is the solution to provide suggestion for the appropriate methods and instructional matters based on students’ psychological condition, educational background, and their perception toward Arabic learning.

**METHOD**

This research was qualitative research. Data was analyzed qualitatively. This study used a survey method to achieve general perspective by exploring the perspectives of male and female students in Arabic Language courses at three faculties in IAIN Syekh Nurjati. Researchers used white and blank cards that were distributed before starting learning activities at the first meeting of each course in one semester. The research samples are 109 students who study in three faculties. It should be noted, that the results of the study will be a basic reference for learning activities during one semester because it starts on an existing basis, where male and female students have understood the knowledge and information that has settled in their minds.

The survey in this study was important to do before starting the specific performance evaluation that must be completed and achieved because survey is a tool that aims to forecast general perspective trends by immediately
identifying them with specific issues. A survey was also defined as an intention to seek opinions and not just wait for opinions to come, thus encouraging respondents to express opinions and problems they have not heard (Rumman, 2014). The trick was to find out the perspective of a person or group of a particular thing to find out their perceptions about things and encourage them to express their perspectives.

To find out students' perspectives, the researchers asked the question: What comes to mind when they hear the phrase "Arabic Language"? and the students need to explain the reason. Then the researchers distributed white blank cards to students as an exploration tool. It is to know the perspectives of 109 students consisting of third semester students from three classes in different faculties as explained in Tabel 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>Respondent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tarbiyah and Teacher Training</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sharia and Islamic Economics</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ushuluddin, Adab, and Da’wah</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>109</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabel 1 explained about respondents or students that contained from three faculties. Respondents from Tarbiyah and Teacher Training Faculty were 39 students, 35 students were from Sharia and Islamic Economics Faculty, and 35 students were from Ushuluddin, Adab, and Da’wah Faculty. The research instruments also contained of question about the development of life from day to day, especially in the field of learning and education, which includes all developments in the elements of the teaching process, including teachers and students, learning materials, teaching methods, and instructional media.

Research data in the form of short essays were analyzed and presented in the form of narrative descriptive. For a short essay, the researchers tabulated the statements made by the students and then analyzed them based on the content of the statements. The tabulated data were categorized based on the frequency of statements so it produced a general description of students' perceptions toward Arabic learning. Interview data were also classified according to the general category of student perception.

**RESULTS & DISCUSSION**
Among the features of IAIN Syekh Nurjati, like other Islamic universities, is that Islamic subjects are taught there, including Arabic Language, because language in general is a product of the nation's civilization and a tool for transmitting historical and cultural heritage (Al-A`araj & Muqabalah, 2019), and language courses at universities.

**Students’ General Perspectives about Arabic Language**

Language in general is a product of the nation’s civilization and a tool for transmitting historical and cultural heritage (Al-A`araj & Muqabalah, 2019). Language courses at universities are basic courses that must be passed by students in accordance with a decision set by the Quality Assurance Department in one of the departments or one of the official centers established by the university in accordance with the organizational structure or mechanism of the university. Arabic Language learning at IAIN Syekh Nurjati is under the authority and responsibility of the center for language development at the university in accordance with the strategic plan of the university which assigns the Language Development Center to carry out the task.

**Table 2: Students’ Perspectives about Arabic Language**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Types of Perspectives</th>
<th>Respondent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Negative perspectives</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Positive perspectives</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>About contents and topics of Arabic Language</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Learning solutions</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the sample represented in the data collection instrument in tabel 2, the researchers found the perspectives of students from three faculties at IAIN Syekh Nurjati. Students’ perspectives about Arabic language were divided into four categories: (1) 35 students (32.11%) have negative perspectives about Arabic Language; (2) 45 students (41.28%) have positive perspectives about Arabic Language; (3) 20 students (18.35%) did not express their perspectives on Arabic from both positive and negative sides but they mention the contents and topics; and (4) 9 students (8.26%) provide solutions that can be used in Arabic Language learning and needed to master the four language skills. The results for this case was discussed briefly and clearly:

1. Students that have negative perspective considered that learning Arabic language is weird, difficult, uncomfortable to learn, eccentric, and confusing. Students that have positive perspective considered that learning
Arabic is challenging, interesting, extraordinary, fun, happiness, enthusiasm, prestigious and special place, spacious, successful, creativity.

2. Students that have positive perspective considered that learning Arabic is challenging, interesting, extraordinary, fun, happiness, enthusiasm, prestigious and special place, spacious, successful, creativity.

3. Other students talked about Arabic and its contents said that Arabic is language of The Holy Koran, the manuscripts. Most of them like Arabic history, Muhammad the Messenger of Allah that came from Arab, Arabic poetry and literature.

4. The last classification from students’ perspective is solution in learning Arabic. Students must be enthusiastic, checking, and pheasant. In addition, language learners must practice more and more.

Islam (2015) said that there are many external factors that caused Arabic language learning demotivation, they are: 1) complexity of the Arabic language; 2) inadequate learning facilities and environment; and 3) monotonous learning methods and teaching materials. There are many internal factors that caused Arabic language learning demotivation, they are: 1) lack of basic skills and learning experience and 2) negative attitudes towards Arabic such as lack of interest and attention to learn Arabic.

In this case, the results of observations made by researchers indicated that external factors become the dominant factor that makes students have a negative perception toward Arabic learning. Though students must take Arabic courses as a prerequisite to take courses in the following semester. In addition, Arabic courses are a special feature of courses at IAIN Syekh Nurjati because many references for courses use Arabic language instruction.

Learning Arabic language is a process of teaching and learning activities carried out by Arabic teachers delivering knowledge to students (Fauzi, Buhun, & Purwadi, 2019). In addition, students’ interest and motivation become important points to reach learning outcomes and goals. Students, that have positive perception toward Arabic learning, have motives to master values not because of praise, values, and gifts but they are aware when doing learning activities without having to be told (Mukmin, 2019). They always realize the future advantage and benefit of lessons they learned. They are forward in learning in a certain period time and like to study.

The topics of Arabic learning should contain elements of knowledge about educational values. Behavioral educational values are necessary in the matter of education (Furqon & Fauzi, 2019). Knowledge about educational values has many benefits. In addition to learning Arabic, students also learn about educational values that are important for them.
Students' Hope and Real Condition on Arabic Language Learning

This research opened a broad field in determining the direction of the educational process towards learning Arabic as a foreign language. It is an important point in determining the output of students and graduates to achieve high competence and balanced quality that is in line with the opportunities available to Department of Arabic Language and Literature as a model as an important and integral part in improving educational performance and its results in Arabic Language learning at IAIN Syekh Nurjati, which seeks to improve the level of quality in accordance with the university's strategic plan for year 2020-2030.

Arabic language learning in Indonesia needs attention. Learning Arabic is started from elementary, secondary, and higher education. In higher education, the development of Arabic learning according to Wahab (2016) is aimed at four things: (1) religious orientation, namely learning Arabic for the purpose of understanding Islamic teachings; (2) academic orientation, namely learning Arabic for the purpose of understanding science knowledge and Arabic language skills (istimâ’, kalâm/tahadduts, qirâ’ah, and kitâbah) plus translation; (3) professional/practical and pragmatic orientation, namely learning Arabic for professional, practical or pragmatic purposes and interests; and (4) ideological and economic orientation, namely learning Arabic to understand and use Arabic as a medium for orientalism, capitalism, imperialism, etc. From the four learning orientations, only two things become learning orientation on campus and higher education, namely religious orientation and academic orientation. For the third orientation, it is only applied to students Department in Arabic.

Religious and academic orientation have not achieved learning objectives as it happened in IAIN Syekh Nurjati. In the fact, non-Arabic Department students have less interest in studying although, it has become compulsorios course. These problems can be caused by several things, including the lack of motivation in learning because there is a perspective if Arabic is difficult and lacks the creativity of a lecturer to be able to meet the learning objectives. So even though students have studied Arabic (for non-Arabic Department) for one year, they cannot master Arabic language according to the learning orientation.

Thu’aimah (2010) said that Arabic learning can reach the target if it fulfills four things, namely the linguistic foundation, educational foundation, psychological foundation, and social foundation. On a linguistic foundation, students must be introduced to aspects of language, philosophy, and characteristics of Arabic until students understand material course. However, only few teachers start Arabic language learning by introducing linguistic aspects. So, it causes a perspective that Arabic learning is difficult to
understand. For educative foundation, teachers must have a mature learning design, starting from devices, media, materials, so that learning takes place in a fun and not boring way. However, the reality of learning Arabic in tertiary institutions seems to be boring, especially Arabic learning which a compulsory curriculum is for all non-Arabic language students. The problem is some of the instructors are not from the Arabic Language Educational Department so they lack understanding of pedagogical concepts.

Psychological foundation is also something that needs attention. Teachers should pay attention to the potential, abilities, needs, interests and talents, motivation, and individual differences of students. Based on researchers’ observation in three other classes of Arabic course, psychological foundation does not become concern of some teachers in IAIN Syekh Nurjati, so that in the transfer of knowledge students are less able to receive maximal, and the learning objectives of Arabic learning is less achieved. The last foundation is socio-culture. It should also be concern to teachers. Students, who are not from Arabic Department in IAIN Syekh Nurjati, are sometimes receive less benefits, because the media and material are not integrated with their knowledge. To maximize this foundation, teachers must integrate material with students' knowledge and needs in the community.

Based on the previous explanation, it is very clear that the problem in the first group of students is an important point. This is the main reason behind that perspective, that students have just come to know Arabic as the foreign language they are learning so it requires a lot of effort, because learning a foreign language is a new thing to these students, so that first, learning a second language or a foreign language is not easy, and second, learning a second language is a complex process that includes an unlimited number of variables. While the second group of students is the opposite of the first group of students, they feel proud of Arabic because it is a religious language that occupies an important position in global communication and that is another advantage of Arabic among other languages in the world. The reason, according to the researchers' view, is that there was a prior relationship between students and Arabic language lessons at the level of education before students entered university or previous foreign language learning experiences (Barkat, 2017) during the lives of these students. As for the third group of students, they are those who mention Arabic topics or themes without expressing their personal perspectives of Arabic Language positively or negatively, while the last category, they make constructive suggestions in learning Arabic.

CONCLUSIONS
The study was conducted on students in three faculties, namely Faculty Tarbiyah and Teacher Training; Faculty of Sharia and Islamic Economics; and Faculty Ushuluddin, Adab, and Da’wah at IAIN Syekh Nurjati in Cirebon, West Java, with a sample 109 students. There were four points of view that students have regarded Arabic language learning, which is negative perspective reached 32.11% of the total sample and positive perspective reached 41.28% of the total sample. While perspectives that stated about the contents and topics of Arabic amounted to 18.35% of the total number of samples and perspectives that provided suggestions and solutions for learning Arabic reached 8.26% of the total number of samples. Arabic language becomes important and integral part in improving educational performance and its results in Arabic Language learning at IAIN Syekh Nurjati, which seeks to improve the level of quality in accordance with the university’s strategic plan for year 2020-2030. In the fact, students face many challenges in Arabic complexity, inadequate learning facilities and environment, and monotonous learning methods and teaching materials. In addition, many students are novice in Arabic learning. They are lack of Arabic basic skill and learning experience, lack of interest and attention in Arabic learning.
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